
Accepting A Ride Before
Shabbath When the Driver Won't
Have Enough Time to Return
Home

Is one permitted to travel before
Shabbath in a car that is driven by a Jew,
when one knows that the one who is driving
will not have sufficient time to return to his
own home before the onset of Shabbath?

It says in Ohr Le¢ion that one is not
permitted to ride on 'Ereb Shabbath
(Friday) in a vehicle if he has a suspicion
that the driver would transgress Shabbath,
when he knows that the driver intends to
return to his own home and there is
obviously insufficient time to arrive there
before Shabbath starts.

Obviously by having this person drive
him, he will cause him to transgress
Shabbath and it is a case of "not placing a
stumbling block before a blind person".

(See Ohr Le¢ion 2, 16:7)



Beshalla¥: Why Did G-d Cause Seemingly
Unnecessary Miracles?

Why did G-d command the Children of Israel to
backtrack instead of continuing ahead through Pelishtim
to the Land of Israel? The backtracking, in turn, caused
Par'oh (Pharaoh) to chase after them and required G-d
to perform more miracles to save them. Wouldn't it have
been better to have gone directly to the Land of Israel
without requiring any additional miracles?

It can be likened to a wealthy individual who had
two sons. When the eldest reached marriageable age,
his father gave him all his needs for his marriage. The
father decided to give all the same items to his second
son who was still too young to get married. He did this
because he reasoned that should circumstances change
and he would no longer be wealthy, he may not be able
to give his second son what he requires for his wedding.
That is why he gave it to him at the same time as his
older brother, because he knew that he was in a
position, at that moment, to provide comfortably.

Any miracle that takes place for us, remains a
Seghulah (protection) for us forever. Therefore, since
the Holy One blessed be He knew that in the future the
Children of Israel would be subservient to others, and
perhaps, as a result, their merits would not be sufficient
for them to deserve the miracles that will be required, He
caused it to occur that we would receive all these extra
miracles and wonders when we left Egypt. The Jewish
people will require them in the future Geullah
(redemption) and they will be waiting for us because
their protection remains for us forever.

(See Kether ¢addiq, Beshalla¥ 6)
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One Must Not Face East or Bow in 'Amidah in These Cases
If one is praying the 'Amidah in a house and sees that there are statues or idols and the like, one is

forbidden to pray in front of them. If they are in the direction in which one needs to pray (for example
against the eastern side, which is the side those in the West must face), one must turn away and pray in a
different direction. However, one must have one's mind directed to Jerusalem.

If, while one is praying the 'Amidah, someone comes in front of him, wearing something that would
be considered a symbol of 'Abodah Zarah (idolatry), and it is at the point where the one praying needs to
bow, he should not bow. This is so even though his intention is that he is bowing to Heaven. The reason is
that it gives the appearance that one is bowing to 'Abodah Zarah, Heaven forbid.

(See Shul¥an 'Arukh, 113:8. Kaf Ha¥ayyim, ibid., Oth 26. Mishnah Berurah, ibid., 15)

Preceding a Positive Act with Wiyhi No'am
The Pele Yo'e£ states that before any positive act or speech, one should say the Wiyhi No'am (idie

mrep). Every deed and every speech has deep secrets which we are unable to comprehend. Our
understanding is generally relegated to the simple comprehension of what the deed or speech is about.

We can console ourselves with the fact that our Rabbis of blessed memory tell us that the good
deeds that we do (Mi£woth) do have an effect in Heaven even in the absence of the specific intent
(Kawanah), as long as one does the act for the purpose of fulfilling the command of G-d and to bring
pleasure to Him.

Even without saying the Wiyhi No'am, one's positive deeds on earth still have an effect above.
However, the difference is that the effect of one who performs the act with the appropriate intent is greater
than the one who does not.

This can be likened to a long rope which is held on one end by a person on earth, and whose other
end is in the Heavens. The more vigorously he shakes the rope the more the portion in Heaven will move.
In the same vein, the more intent we have when performing the action, the more effect we will have in
Heaven.

 (See Pele Yo'e£, Wiyhi No'am)

Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe ’a”h

Tu Bishba¿: We Can't Comprehend the Potential of Our Prayers
   (continued from last week)

There is a Tiqqun that we read on Tu Bishba¿, with special prayers for the trees to produce a
successful fruit crop. There is a special emphasis on the Ethrogh (citron). We pray that Hashem will make
the Ethrogh trees very fruitful, so that we will have enough for Sukkoth.

Let us think about that for a minute. We, in our prayer on Tu Bishba¿, can have an effect on the
quality and quantity of the Ethroghim that we will have next year. What does this tell us about our Tefilloth
(prayers)? It means that if we can affect the fate of an Ethrogh tree which grows, we should just imagine
what an amazing power we have with our prayers, to influence our children, our family, and the whole of
'Am Yisrael (the Jewish people).

So always remember that our Tefilloth are very, very powerful. Our Tefilloth can decide the fate of a
tree. Our Tefilloth can decide the fate of our own family, our relatives, and the whole Jewish people. Just
like our prayer can affect a tree growing in the Land of Israel, our prayer can affect any Jew in any part of
the world who needs help and mercy from `ed jexa yecwd, the Holy One, blessed be He.
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